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The Orkhono-Yenisei inscriptions, the most ancient writings, monuments of the 
Turkic people. In 1696-1722 years these inscriptions are opened by Russian scientists 
S.Remezov, F.Stralenberg, D.Messershmid in top of the current of the Yenisei. In 1889, on 
the rivers Orkhons (Mongolia) by Н.M.Jadrintsev is opened. In 1893, these inscriptions are 
decoded by the Danish linguist V.Tomsen. And for the first time are read by Russian 
linguist V.V.Radlov (1894). The Orhono-yenisei inscriptions concern by 7-11 centuries. 
Seven groups the Orhono-Yenisei inscriptions are known: Baikal, Yenisei, Mongolian, 
Altai, East Turkistan, Central Asian, and East European. Accordingly they belong to the 
breeding the union of the Kurgan, the empire of the Kirghiz, the empire of the East Turkic, 
the empire of the West Turkic, the empire of the Uigur (in Mongolia), the state of the Uigur 
(in East Turkistan), Khazars (Chazars) and Pechenegs. On a genre accessory are allocated: 
historically-biographic stone-letters texts of Mongolia; lyrics of texts of Yenisei; legal 
documents, magic and religious texts (on a paper) from East Turkistan; memorable 
inscriptions on rocks, stones and structures; labels on household subjects. The inscriptions 
of Mongolia stating history 2nd East Turkic and the empire of the Uigur have the greatest 
historical value. 

 
It is known, that (La)TeX use only the fonts which have specially been written by 

Donald Knut in the language of the MetaFont  Program. In the present time, in (La)TeX we 
can to write texts practically in any language even on Arabian and the Chinese scripts. But, 
in (La)TeX  there is not the Old Turkic fonts. In this connection, using MetaFont we have 
written the program which allows to use old Turkic fonts in (La)TeX. This program is put in 
the Internet.  We have put all necessary files and fonts in the CTAN-web-page:  

 
http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/fonts/orkhun 

 
Here, there are “pk” files which it is necessary to copy corresponding folders in your 
(La)TeX program:  
                                                     ...\TEXMF\fonts\pk 
                                                     ...\TEXMF\fonts\tfm 
 
It is easy see, that these files make such sizes of fonts as 10pt, 11pt, 14pt, 16pt, 20pt and 
25pt. But, using the .mf file and setting the necessary values variable "u" (in the .mf file) 
you can create the necessary sizes of fonts (i.e. .gf, .pk, .tfm files you can to create, also, 
using  .mf file). In this case, of course, you should compile your .mf file (with new 
parametre of "u") on the MetaFont program: 
 
                               ..\BIN\win32\mf \mode=ljfour; mode_setup; input orhun.mf 
                               ..\BIN\win32\gftodvi orhun.600gf 
                               ..\BIN\win32\gftopk orhun.600gf 
                               ..\BIN\win32\dvips orhun.dvi 
 
Then, the necessary font to appear in expansions .gf, .pk, .tfm. Moreover, these files can be 
copied in the catalogue (directory) in which you work. Let's remind, that this program (i.e. 
the Old Turkic fonts) can be used only freely.  
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Now, as use this font? To write the text in old Turkic language you should use the 

TeX-command: \font .  
 
For example,  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
So the following historical text is written The monument of the TONYUKUK  (The 
second stone, northern a part) 
 
 
 

 
 
To write the text in Orkhon script, certainly, we should know Old Turkic alphabet.  
 
In the following table this alphabet is given 
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Moreover, to write the text in the old Turkic fonts, we should know still, in which touch of 
the keyboard is these fonts. In the keyboard the Orkhon script are typed as follows 
 
 

 
 
Conclusion.  

Further we plan to write a orkhun-package which will allow to work more 
conveniently with these fonts and will expand possibilities use of fonts. 
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